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Arembe
July 1965
It is only fair to put on record that our knowledge of these manuscripts dates from April 1965 when Mr. B. Patel, then Director of Antiquities, Federal Republic of Nigeria, and Director of the Jos Museum in Northern Nigeria, who is currently the Curator of the Pitt-Rivers Museum, Oxford, kindly drew our attention to the Jos Museum's collection of Arabic manuscripts. He also stated that al-Hajji Mansur Cosmas of the Institute of Administration, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, had played the greatest part in purchasing the collection for the Jos Museum. Dr. A. A. Ayer, formerly the Curator of Jos Museum, and presently Lecturer at the A.O.A.M.I., University of London, had managed to purchase for the same Museum over a hundred of these manuscripts.

In the last two years we have been able to complete the present catalogue which contains over one thousand of these manuscripts, practically all that is kept at Jos Museum and thirty manuscripts kept in the library of Logiad Hall, Northern House of Representatives, Kaduna, Northern Nigeria.

It should not be inferred, however, that we are only aware of the presence in Nigeria of the Jos collection and that of Logiad Hall. We know of Nasar City University Library's collection which is much smaller than the Jos collection. We know of Sokoto Native Authority's collection and of al-Hajji Jumado, Deputy Sokoto's collection. al-Hajji Jumado himself had enough time to spare many hours to five consecutive days in January 1964 when we read and discussed with him various manuscripts in his private collection. We also know of the Judicial School's collection in Enugu and of the collection of the National Archives at Enugu. All these collections await cataloguing.

Moreover, we are told that the Jos collection is adequately representative of the various branches of study reflected by these Arabic manuscripts. This we can confirm after our examination of al-Hajji Jumado's collection, Logiad Hall and Kaduna's National Archives collections.

The main subjects covered by these manuscripts are: History, Religion, Language (Arabic Grammar), Poetry, Astronomy, Astrology, Mathematics, Folk-lore, Poesy, Geography, Education, Sociology, Logic and Jurisprudence (Ishma).
As far as the Arabic script is concerned, the majority of the manuscripts are written in Naskh script with some Thuluth letters. This Naskh has been analogous to our manuscript style, especially the cursive lettering and the placing of the dot for the letters گ and ى. Discursive points are not omitted and orthographic signs are used, almost in every manuscript and they are put in a colour which is different from that of the text. Special rules are used in writing those manuscripts. Even the later ones are not written with pens or fountain pens. This is still observed until now in both Zaria and Sokoto and may be in other towns in Northern Nigeria.

The ink itself was locally made and prepared by the copyist. The paper is of various kinds and comes mainly from Italy and Great Britain. This is indicated by the various trade marks. One should stress the various beautiful figures represented by these trade marks as described in different places of this catalogue.

In cataloguing these manuscripts we did our best to give the names of both books and authors with the spelling given in the manuscripts themselves. It was indeed rather difficult to identify authors in some cases, because their names are usually given after two pages or more in the text, on the one hand and, sometimes, the first pages were missing.

Finally we have to say that wherever it was possible we identified the missing authors and put their names between two brackets. Liverpool Library's manuscripts are given the abbreviation MSK while Joss's are MS. It may also be noticed that a small number of the MSS given in this catalogue are not commented upon by us. This was due to time pressure since we were to leave Northern Nigeria for final leave rather unexpectedly. As, therefore, thought it better to register these MSS than to leave them.

A.S.A. A.M.A.N.
A.U.
ARABI'A JAMI'AR (RELIGIOUS TREATISE)
MS in 6 ff., 8 1/2" x 9", 16 lines per page. Water mark with shields. Text in Nashī, script without orthographic signs. No commentaries. Rubricated. (Religious treatise.)
MS 180

A.U.
ARSH HAQIQAH
MS 217

A.U.
ASHR AL-THIN
MS in 14 ff., 7" x 9", 18 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in poor Nashī and Kitāb without orthographic signs. Unrubricated. The last part of the MS is missing.
MS 744

A.U.
ARSH TA AL-MAQHM (AR-SHURTA)
MS in 33 ff., 9" x 7", 9-10 lines per page. Water mark with three moons, and Roman letters. Text in prose in Nashī script with orthographic signs. Unrubricated.
MS 882

'ARSH AL-QISR B. AL-MAQHM AL-SHIRTI
AS'ILAT AL-WALI
MS 1032

A.U.
ASHR KIBER WA TA'IFIRHI (KHAD KIBER LIST)
MS in 11 ff., 6 1/2" x 9", 6-7 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in fine large Jihāl script. Rubricated.
MS 47

A.U.
ARSH AL-ASHK' F'I LUGHAT AL-'ASAB
MS 446
A.U.
ASHQ ALI

MS in 2 ff, 6\(\frac{2}{4}\) x 8\(\frac{3}{4}\), water mark with three moons. Tables of words giving the names of God. Text in Ḥaǧǧāḥ script.

MS 706

A.U.
ASHQ ALI (20\(\text{r}^\text{h}\))

MS in 10 ff, 4\(\frac{3}{4}\) x 7\(\frac{1}{2}\), 11 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Ḥaǧǧāḥ script. Unrubricated.

MS 264

A.U.
ASHQ ALI AL-QUṬBA

MS in 4 ff, 5\(\frac{1}{2}\) x 7\(\frac{1}{2}\), 6 lines and commentaries per page. Water mark with three moons and the European word ITALIA between brackets. Text in large Ḥaǧǧāḥ script with orthographic signs in red. Rubricated.

MS 161

A.U.
ASHQ ALI AL-QUṬBA

MS in 2 ff, 4\(\frac{3}{4}\) x 7\(\frac{1}{2}\), 13 lines per page. Water mark with a circle containing a floral design. Text in Ḥaǧǧāḥ script with orthographic signs, sometimes. Rubricated.

MS 1059
Text in Masāḥī script. Rubricated. Subject, some qualities of Imām Fāṭimī. Last part of the ms is missing.

**Nūṣāri b. Al-‘Ajd**

Masāḥī script. 

MS 689

**Dīwān Ṭabarānī**

MS in 26 ff, 6" x 8 3/4", 12 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and human faces. Text in poor Masāḥī script with orthographic signs. The first and last parts are missing.

MS 543

**Zurād b. Aḥf Sulmā**

Masāḥī script. 

MS 689

**A. R.**

Masāḥī script. 

MS 689

**Ṣafī Al-Aṣmā’ fī Al-Ṣāliḥ Al-Qāthī**

MS in 16 ff, 6 1/2" x 9", 10-19 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Masāḥī script without orthographic signs and commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 1022

**Nāṣrī**

MS in one folio, 6 1/2" x 8", 14 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in large Masāḥī script without orthographic signs. No commentaries.

MS 1055
(IMRĀḤĪM AL-ṬIrāánh ?)
Dūʾāʾ

MS in 1 ff, 3\(\frac{3}{4}\)" x 2\(\frac{3}{4}\)". 4-7 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in fine Naskh script without orthographic signs and commentaries. It shows how God would fulfill one's wishes if he reads special verses from the Qur'ān.

MS 638

(IMRĀḤĪM AL-ṬIrāangkan ?)
Dūʾāʾ

MS in 3 ff, 6\(\frac{3}{4}\)" x 4\(\frac{3}{4}\)", 9 lines per page. Water mark with Roman letters. Text in Naskhī script with orthographic signs. Unrubricated.

MS 681

IḤRĀʾĪM B. AL-ḤĀJI ‘AHD AL-ḤĀFIZ AL-ṬIrāánh
Dūʾāʾ

MS in 3 ff, 8" x 9\(\frac{3}{4}\)", 9 lines per page. Water mark with CHOCOLATE standard. Text in Naskhī script with orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 962

(Imrāḥīm al-Tīrāānū ū)
Dūʾāʾ

MS in 0 ff, 4" x 6", 10 lines per page. No water mark. Text in poor Naskhī script without orthographic signs. No commentaries. Unrubricated.

MS 566

-A-
'AID ALLAH B. SALÄM
DINAB AL-KALäm
MS 533

'ÀLI B. ABD AL-LÀL
AL-BURK AL-MÁSHJûN
MS in 7 ff., 9 x 6⁶/₄₉, 15-14 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in fine Nàshàt script with some Álif letters. Unrubricated.
MS 244

YÂQTA B. MU'AMM
FAw'IL AL-QUR'ÅN
MS 507

'ÀLI B. ALLÀH
AL-QARABASHI
FAw'IL AL-QUR'ÅN
MS in 7 ff., 9 x 6⁶/₄₉, water mark without signs. Text in Nàshàt script without orthographic signs. Unrubricated.
MS 966
ANAS B. KÂLIK
PAQÎ'IL HAMÂRÎN

MS in 6 ff, 6\(\frac{1}{2}\)/2" x 8\(\frac{1}{2}\)/2", 13 lines per page. No water marks. Text in Nashâ'î script without orthographic signs. No commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 427

YANMÔH B. SA'D
PAQÎ'IL AL-QASÌBA AL-QÎNÎTTA

MS in 13 ff, 6\(\frac{1}{2}\)/4" x 7\(\frac{1}{2}\)/4", 6-12 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in fine Nashâ'î script with Kufic letters and orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 1008

A.U.
PAQÎ'IL AL-QASÌBA

MS in 3 ff, 6" x 9\(\frac{1}{4}\)/4", 14 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in neat tidy Nashâ'î script with Kufic letters, very clear in group pîâ. Orthographic signs but no commentaries. Rubricated. The MS is incomplete.

MS 962

'AND ALLÎN B. 'ABÂS
PAQÎ' AL-QÛRÎN

MS in 5 ff, 6\(\frac{3}{4}\)/4" x 9", 17 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Nashâ'î script with orthographic signs but no commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 610

- 24 -
A.U.
Fā’Idāt Qaṭūnāt Fī Ṭūmān Min Raḥl Allāh
MS in 5 ff., 6⁵/₄ x 9⁵/₄, 12 lines per page. No water marks. Text in Nashāṭī script with orthographic signs. No commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 549

MUḤAMMAT U. ZAʿĪN
(Q.C.) BEGINNING WITH: PA’RA‘ ILM ...  
MS 88

A.U.
Fā’Idāt Fāmil Al-Qūn‘ah Wa’llīm
MS in 35 ff., 4 x 7, water mark with three moons. Nashāṭī script. The MS contains 6 ff. in Arabic, it explains how one could be a learned man if he drinks the Qur’an which he has written; two folios in Arabic. First folio is from Khūth Mānṣūr al-Baydawī; after that commentaries on verses from the Qur’an.

MS 170

A.U.
Fā’Idāt Qāʾil‘at Latīn Lākha Min Sun Allāh Khāntūf
MS in one folio; 20 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in poor Nashāṭī script without orthographic signs. No commentaries. Unrubricated.

MS 1025

A.U.
Khulṣafat al-Muʾāthṭu Wal-Qidam
MS in 3 ff., 6²/₄ x 9, 6-8 lines per page. Water mark with STANDARD CROWN. Text in Nashāṭī script with orthographic signs and commentaries. Unrubricated.

MS 932

A.U.
Fā’Idāt Qaṭūnāt Fī Ṭūmān Min Raḥl Allāh
MS in 6 ff., 6 x 6²/₄, 24-25 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Nashāṭī script with some Kūfic letters; no orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 533

A.U.
Fā’Idāt Idrīs Rūḥān
MS in 8 ff., 6⁵/₄ x 9, 17 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and some English letters. Text in Nashāṭī script without orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 779

‘AND ALLĀH U. MUḤAMMAT U. ‘Uṯ’ĀN
AL-FARṣ’īd AL-JALīLĀ
MS in 13 ff., 6⁵/₄ x 9, 7-9 lines per page. Water mark with Arabic letter in a circle. Verses in Nashāṭī script with orthographic signs. Rubricated. It deals with the Qur’an – its revelation, its reading etc.

MS 546

‘AND ALLĀH U. MUḤAMMAT U. ‘Uṯ’ĀN
AL-FARṣ’īd AL-JALīLĀ

MS 79
A.U.

PARZ'TQ AL-FAQI

MS in 4 ff, 6\frac{1}{4} x 6\frac{1}{4}, 19 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Naskhi script with Kufic letters. Rubricated.

MS 1089

A.U.

AL-FARQ'I QWAL-MU\'A\'I\'DAH

MS in 3 ff, 5\frac{3}{4} x 5\frac{3}{4}, 16 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Naskhi script without orthographic signs. Rubricated. It deals with heretics. Copyist 'Abd Allah b. Zaman.

MS 526

A.U.

PARATOR TR AL-WU\'UD

MS in 5 ff, 6 x 6\frac{3}{4}, 11 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Naskhi script with orthographic signs. No commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 176

A.U.

PARATOR TR AL-WU\'UD

MS in 5 ff, 6\frac{1}{2} x 6\frac{3}{4}, 10 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in large Naskhi script with some orthographic signs. Rubricated. Religious treatises.

MS 641

A.U.

'UQDA" B. MUHAMMAD B. FIDQI

AL-FARQ MIN WILADAT AHEL-AL-ISLAM WA AHEL AL-KHORR

MS in 4 ff, 6\frac{3}{4} x 6\frac{1}{2}, 21 lines per page. Water mark with human faces. Text in poor Naskhi script with some Kufic letters, especially the letter group ١٢٣٤٥. No orthographic signs and no commentaries. Unrubricated.

MS 474

A.U.

'UQDA" B. MUHAMMAD B. 'UQDA" B. FIDQI

AL-FARQ SINNA WILADAT AHEL-AL-ISLAM WA AHEL AL-KHORR

MS in 7 ff, 5\frac{3}{4} x 6\frac{3}{4}, 21 lines per page. Water mark with three human faces. Text in poor Naskhi script without orthographic signs. The last part of the MS is missing. Rubricated.

MS 699

A.U.

'UQDA" B. MUHAMMAD B. AL-WASATI B. DUNAYAT

FA QADIN NASI\'IIN

MS in one folio 5\frac{1}{4} x 6\frac{3}{4}, 12 lines per page. No water signs. Text in Naskhi script on two different subjects. The first is on Al-Shar"a, the second deals with 'Uqda" al-Shu'ayb and it is rubricated.

MS 915

MUHAMMAD B. 'UQDA" B. FIDQI

PARZ'TQ JALLAH FI B. HAYK PARZ'TQ AL-SAMAD WAL-HANTIQ AL-QLIDIQAT

MS in 4 ff, 6\frac{1}{2} x 6\frac{3}{4}, 22 lines per page. Water mark with human figures. Text in Naskhi without orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 04
A.U.
PĀVĀʿID AL-ḠARĀʾ

MS in 5 ff, 6\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x 8\(\frac{1}{4}\)", 11 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and Roman letters. Text in Nashāf script with orthographic signs. Unrubricated. Copied by ʿAlī b. Ḥasan.

MS 723

A.U.
PĀṬĀB AL-QADĪR

MS in 8 ff, 6\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x 8\(\frac{1}{4}\)", 13-15 lines per page in grey ink. Water mark with three moons. Text in Nashāf script. Unrubricated.

MS 52

A.U.
PĀṬĀB AL-QADĪR LI ʿĪSĀ AL-MĀLĪK AL-ʧEḤĀṬĪN (an account of the unnamed author's residence at the Court of Muḥammad Bello, Sultan of Kano, and his successors ʿAbūr and Yūsuf).

MS in 12 ff, (folded sheets), 9" x 15". Water mark with three moons and ARABIC GALVINO PESCHING. Text in Nashāf script in grey ink. Unrubricated.

MS 51

AL-chestra al-ʤEḤĀṬĪN AL-ʤAḤVĀ
PAṢŪṬ PĪ AL-WUQĀṬ

MS 9 (not given number by the Museum)

A.U.
PĪʾ AḤWFĀN AL-峁ARĀʾI

MS in 6 ff, 6\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x 8\(\frac{1}{2}\)", water mark with three moons. Text in Nashāf script without orthographic signs. Rubricated. The beginning and the end of the MS are missing. Subject heritage (ʤIRĀQ) in Islam.

MS 756
MS in 4 ff, $\frac{3}{4}/$ x $\frac{3}{4}/2$, 7 lines per page. Text in Nashī script with orthographic signs in red. No commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 222

DABR AL-ḤĀĪ AL-ṬĪṬ
FI SIRĪN AL-QIṣA'ī

MS in 4 ff, $\frac{3}{4}/4$ x $\frac{3}{4}/4$, 26 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in tiny Nashī script with orthographic signs and commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 1000

AL-TANMIRI
FI AL-QIṣA'I AL-QAṣIR AL-QAR'AṬī

MS in 5 ff, $\frac{3}{4}/4$ x $\frac{3}{4}/4$, 12 lines per page. No water mark. Text in Nashī script with orthographic signs and many commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 420

[Text continues on the next page]
A.UL.
"Fī AL-FALĀX"

MS in 15 ff., 6\(\frac{3}{4}\) x 4\(\frac{3}{4}\), 17 lines per page. No water mark. Text in Naskhī script without orthographic signs. Rubricated. A study in heretage (\textit{\textshakhsī}).

MS 769

Aḥṣ Al-Baṣār ʿAllāh Al-Muṣṭafa Allāhul Āl al-Baqara
"Fī Fiqh Al-Ḥādīth"

MS in 18 ff. water mark with three moons, human faces, cups and three tiny leaves. Text in verse, Naskhī script with orthographic signs and commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 492

A.UL.
"Fiṣḥul Ḥādīth "Al-Baqara"

MS in 146 ff., 6\(\frac{3}{4}\) x 9\(\frac{1}{2}\), 17-23 lines per page. Water mark with Roman letters and human faces. Text in Naskhī script without orthographic signs. Rubricated. The book deals with the stories of the Creation and the Prophets. The last part of the MS is missing.

MS 358

Aḥṣ Al-ʿĀlīh Muḥammad B. ʿAbī Ḥusayn Al-Qanṭarī
"Fī Al-Shaikh Al-ʿĀlīh"

MS in 19 ff., 6\(\frac{3}{4}\) x 6\(\frac{3}{4}\), 7-8 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and Roman letters. Text in Naskhī script with geometrical letters such as the nūn and the mīm having triangular shapes; rubricated; orthographic signs.

MS 710
A.JL.
Fī 'ilm al-Falak wal-Hujūm

MS in 3 ff, 6\(\frac{3}{4}\) x 8\(\frac{3}{4}\), paper. Water mark with three moons and Arabic letters. Text in Naskh script with orthographic signs. Rubricated. The last part of the MS is missing.

MS 750

AL-DHAKAH AL-FAHIM
Fī 'ilm al-Falak wal-Hujūm called AL-DARAK al-SAB'ī

MS in 32 ff, 6\(\frac{3}{4}\) x 8\(\frac{3}{4}\), paper. Water mark with circles containing different figures. Geometrical designs and the Arabic word 'alārī. Text in Naskh script; timetables in date. Rubricated.

MS 299

(Al-Dhakat Al-Fahim ?)
Fī 'ilm al-Falak wal-Hujūm

MS in 11 ff, 6 x 9\(\frac{3}{4}\), 20 lines per page. No water marks. Text in Naskh script without orthographic signs. Rubricated. (Included also MS 304 in 7 ff in a very bad condition - dealing with the same subject.)

MS 385

MUHAMMAD B. MUHAMMAD SINEQ AL-IlGHANī
Fī 'ilm al-Falak 'Iṣq

MS in 25 ff, 6\(\frac{3}{4}\) x 8\(\frac{3}{4}\), 24 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Naskh script without orthographic signs. No commentaries. Rubricated. Copyist Muhammad B. Muhammad al-Samīl al-Ilghanī al-Kashmirī.

MS 983
MS 605

MS 1020

MS 623

MS 224

MS 999

MS 216

MS 166

MS 227

MS 779
QUAERET ABU MADAYN
Fī TANĪB AL-IĀM

MS 783

ABU AL-FAQI AL-RAJŪB B. ISC B. AL-QADHĀI AL-QADHĀI
Fī TAṬĀLAB

MS 319

MUHAMMAD B. JIMAL B. INĀT
Fī TANĪB AL-IĀM

MS in 5 ff., 6 1/2" x 8"; 9 lines per page. Water mark with half an oval with half a figure of a lady. Text in Nuṣayḥ script with orthographic signs and some commentaries. Unrubricated.
MS 444

(ISH IRAHBT)
Fī TANĪB AL-IĀM

MS 220

(ISH IRAHBT)
Fī TANĪB AL-IĀM

MS in 7 ff., 6 1/2" x 9"; 9 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Verses in Nuṣayḥ script without orthographic signs. Rubricated in purple ink.
MS 572

- 54 -
A.U.
PI TÂHK AL-QALâ

MS in 14 ff., 7 ½ x 5 ¼, 10 lines per page. Water mark with Roman letters. Text in Nashâ'i script with Kufic letters and orthographic signs. Unrubricated.

MS 1074

A.U.
PI TÂRÎF AL-QA'â 'IRA (NASHI)

MS in 6 ff., 5 ½/2 x 3 ½, 5-11 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nashâ'i script with orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 699

A.U.
PI AL-Tâqâwâ'î

MS in 4 ff., 5 ½/2 x 4 ½/4, 4-6 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in very poor Nashâ'i script with orthographic signs with commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 712

A.U.
PI AL-Tâqâwâ'î (RASID)

MS in 3 ff., 5 ½/2 x 4 ½/4, 8-10 lines per page. Water mark with a shield. Text in poor Nashâ'i script with orthographic signs. Unrubricated.

MS 1085

- 56 -

A.U.
PI 'ÂDID AL-QÂRÂ'â'î
PI TÂRÎF AL-QINâm

MS in 13 ff., 9 ½ x 5 ½/2; a large part is worn out. Text in rich Nashâ'i script with some Kufic letters. Rubricated.
Copyst Zâida b. Hâwâ'ma.

MS 224

A.U.
PI TÂRÎF AL-QISTÂT. B. AMR AL-KU'RISTÂN SHAMS 'UWÂÎD B. FIDHÂ'î
PI AL-TÂNAM

MS in 8 ff., 5 ½/2 x 4 ½/2, 12 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in poor Nashâ'i script with orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 902

A.U.
PI AL-QA'âBA (VERSE)

MS in 2 ff., 5 ½/2 x 3 ½, 12 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nashâ'i script with orthographic signs. Unrubricated.

MS 446

A.U.
PI AL-TA'TâF and four other MSS

Five MSS in 14 ff., 5 ½/2 x 4 ½/2, 8-20 lines per page. Water mark with three moons:
(i) 4 ff., the first and last parts are missing. It deals with Astronomy.
(ii) 2 ff., PI AL-TÂNÂMA
(iii) 2 ff., PI NA'TIM Râ'URA AL-QU'RÂ'ÎN
(iv) 4 ff., PI AL-MA'ÂRÎD
(v) 2 ff., one folio is 5 ½ x 5 ½/2
Text in Nashâ'i script.

MS 706

- 57 -
'AND AL-SK EV MUNIAD R. SAlrIEN AVXUV Wtiva_q JvAMN
VT URF AL-STN WAl-MUS.

MS 335

MS in 59 ff, 3 1/2 x 6", 14 lines per page. Water mark with
various words, e.g. STEINER. Text in form in Nagādh script
with orthographic signs. Rubricated. The last part of the MS
is missing. Some of the pages are torn out.

MS 101

MS in 4 ff, 2 1/2 x 3 1/4", 5 lines per page. Water mark with
Roman numbers. Text in Nagādh script with orthographic signs
and Indian letters. Unrubricated.

MS 429

A.U.

AYD AL-KIHKAA VT AL-FIRW (KIND)

MS in 10 ff, 3 1/4 x 2 1/4", 14 lines per page. Water mark with
three moons and Roman letters. Text in prose written in
peor Nagādh script with orthographic signs. Unrubricated.

MS 611

A.U.

'AYD AL-WASTIR B. 'ABDIR
KIND VT AL-RAKW WAl-RAMAA ETO.

MS in 13 ff, 6 x 3 1/2", 12 lines per page. Water mark with
three moons. Text in Nagādh script with Rughūlī letters.

MS 264

A.U.

SAHIIAT AGHINT AL-APRAH

MS in 23 ff, 5 1/4 x 4 1/4", 14 lines per page. Water mark with
three moons. Text in poor Nagādh script with orthographic
signs in purple. No annotations (Khan’s Law).

MS 673

A.U.

SAHIIAT AL-ASRAH VT AL-JAW FRAYA AL-APRAH WAl-ASRAH AL-MUSLIMIN
VT VIBER 605 AL-MUSLIM

What took place between Ali bin Muhammed Mahranma and the
followers of Sharīq ‘Abdillah b. Fidhī.

MS 45

A.U.

GAHINT AL-UNA

MS in 30 ff, 6 1/2 x 8", 14 lines per page. Water mark with LONDON.
Text in tiny Nagādh script with orthographic signs and no annotations.
Rubricated in some places. The last part of the MS is missing.

MS 975

A.U.

AGHN B. FADYMA AL-BANAWAAT AL-THON
GRAND HAYLAIN ALLATI SARK FRIVI UNHAROON AL-GHANTI YADM YADMA

MS 74

A.U.

GAHINT AL-INSHA

MS in 12 ff, 6 1/2 x 4 1/4", 20 lines per page. Water mark with
an oval shape and human faces. Text in Nagādh script without
orthographic signs. No annotations. Rubricated.

MS 957
A.U.

AYAD AL-HABITI

MS in 4 ff, 6 x 6 3/4", 17 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Nandi script, black and red ink.

MS 592

A.U.

AYAD AL-HABITI LI AQUIBAH

MS 401

AL-RAHMAN AL-RAMTI

MS in 15 ff, 6 3/4" x 7", 11-17 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nandi script with orthographic signs. Rubricated. It deals with the Christians who were converted to Islam.

MS 147

A.U.

AL-YADHTI AL-DUHI

MS in 16 ff, 6 3/4" x 6", 6-10 lines per page. The MS contains two different subjects. One in 2 ff in al-Zumah. The second in 14 ff deals with AYAD. Text in both is in Nandi script with orthographic signs. The second one is rubricated. Both are not completed.

MS 604

A.U.

HADHA FORD


MS 195

A.U.

AYAD AL-HABITI AL-UMRI

MS in 121 ff, 6 3/4" x 9 3/4", the last folio is 5 1/2" x 7 3/4". Water mark with three moons and human faces. Prose in Nandi script without orthographic signs and without commentaries. Rubricated. The book is on Arabic Grammar.

MS 763

AL-MEDAHAN

HETHAZI ABD AL-QASIM LI ABD AL-QASIM WAL-MAKDAH


MS 401

A.U.

HETHAZI AL-JANTI

MS in 5 ff, 9" x 7", 6 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nandi script with orthographic signs. Unrubricated.

MS 165

' ALI AL-RAMTI B. 'ALIM

HETHAZI 'ALIM


MS 550
A. U.

'IJL AL-IJL

MUHAMMAD MUQARRIB B. 'ABD AL-RA'UOF INHÄID AL-QURAN

MU 245

MUHAMMAD MUQARRIB B. 'ABD AL-RA'UOF INHÄID AL-QURAN

MU 475

'AAB AL-I'TAS'I 'AIYIB B. MUQARRIB AL-QURAN

'IJL AL-RA'UOF

MU 146

A. U.

'IJL AL-IJL

MU 725

AL-WASİF AL-MANCM MUQARRIB B. 'ABD AL-RA'UOF 'AN AL-ALIY AL-RUYAH

'IJL AL-QURAN

MU 247

'IAB AL-ALIY B. MUQARRIB B. 'ABD AL-RA'UOF INHÄID AL-QURAN

MU 1007

'AAB AL-I'TAS'I 'AIYIB B. MUQARRIB AL-QURAN

'IJL AL-RA'UOF

MU 499

AL-WASİF AL-MANCM MUQARRIB B. 'ABD AL-RA'UOF 'AN AL-ALIY AL-RUYAH

'IJL AL-QURAN

MU 589

AL-WASİF AL-MANCM MUQARRIB B. 'ABD AL-RA'UOF 'AN AL-ALIY AL-RUYAH

'IJL AL-QURAN

MU 725

-The end-
MS in 50 ff., 3\frac{1}{4}" x 2\frac{1}{2}"; 11-12 lines per page. Watermark without signs. Text in fine Naskh script and Arabic letters. No orthographic signs. Rubricated. The last part of the MS is missing.

MS 509

MS in 51 ff., 3\frac{1}{2}" x 2\frac{1}{2}"; watermark with three moons and lunar letters. Pencils in Naskh script without orthographic signs, yet many commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 722

MS in 100 ff., 3\frac{1}{4}" x 9"; watermark with three moons, Roman letters and human faces. Text in prose written in Naskh script with orthographic signs. Rubricated. It consists of two volumes, the first ends in folio 92.

MS 500

MS in 95 ff., 7" x 9", 15 lines per page. Text with red rulings; the script is a mixture of Naskh script and simple Kufic.

MS 345

- 70 -
A.U.
AL-WAQİ’I AL-İBBİ‘E

MS in 5 ff., 6¹/₂ x 9⁴, 18 lines per page. Water mark with
signs. Text in Naskh script with orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 577

YÜZÜ AL-WAQİ‘I

JAWĀ’IR AL-BĀ‘AJ

MS in one folio 6¹/₂ x 9⁴, no water marks. It is a page
from the book called Jawā’ir al-Bā‘aj fi Futūh al-Matbû‘
al-Mubā‘ajr. Published in Beirut in 1336. Text with a
design with a fanciful decoration.

MS 697

A.U.
AL-LĀ’IJ AL-FATİ‘I

JAM‘IYAT AL-KARL

MS in 6 ff., 9 x 6²/₃; water mark with three human faces in
folio 6. Text in Naskh script. Rubricated. It is interesting to
see that the copyist finished it at dawn when the moon arose.

MS 816

A.U.
JU‘Z‘ MUKHTAR AL-KHALI‘L

MS in 109 ff., 7 x 6⁴, 4 lines with many comments per page. Water
mark with three moons, human faces and Roman letters. Text in
Mausdî script.

MS 794

A.U.
JU‘Z‘ MUKHTAR AL-KHALI‘L

MS in 60 ff., 6¹/₂ x 9⁴, 11 lines per page. Water mark with three
moons and a star. Text in Naskh script. Rubricated.

MS 409

A.U.
JU‘Z‘ MUKHTAR AL-KHALI‘L

MS in 60 ff., 6¹/₂ x 9⁴, 11 lines per page. Water mark with three
moons and a star. Text in Naskh script. Rubricated.

MS 354

A.U.
JU‘Z‘ MUKHTAR AL-KHALI‘L

MS in 12 ff., 7 x 9⁴, 7 lines per page. Water mark with three moons
and Roman letters. Text in large Naskh script. No orthographic
signs and no commentaries.

MS 995

A.U.
JU‘Z‘ RA‘I‘ AL-KUNA‘I

MS in 40 ff., 6¹/₂ x 9⁴, 7 lines per page. Water mark with the
words TRADE MARK on a shield with two Arabic words. Text in
Naskh script with orthographic signs. Rubricated. The first and
last part of the MS is missing.

MS 655
A.H.

AHMAD B. MUHAMMAD B. 'ABDALLAH

MS in 2 ff., 8\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x 6\(\frac{1}{2}\)", 17 lines per page. Water mark with Roman letters. Text in Basmāl script, sometimes illegible. Rubricated.

MS 885

- 79 -
'AND AL-WAQID
KITAB AL-WAQID
MS in 4 frs, 9/2\" x 9/2\", 13 lines per page. Water mark with
three human faces. Text in Nash\ text, sometimes with ortho-
graphic signs. Unrubricated. Its subject is the prayers.
Copyist 'Ali b. M\n\nMS 635
\n\nQURAYN AL-\n\nMS 73
\n\nTHE SHEETS
KITAB 'AL\ ID AL-MU\nMS in 15 frs, 7/2\" x 7/2\", 12 lines per page. Water mark with
human faces in half an oval, three moons and geometrical designs.
Text in verse in Nash\ text with some Kufic letters. Rubricated.
MS 435
\n\nAND SAYED 'AND AL-RA\n\nMS in 18 frs, 9/4\" x 9/4\", 7-15 lines per page. Water mark with
three moons. Text in verse and prose in Nash\ text without ortho-
graphic signs. Commentaries and rubricated.
MS 510
\n- 01 -
'Alī b. Abī Ṭālib
Kitāb fiqh asrīr tajallī 'an al-qalb al-makfyūn
MS 67

('Alī b. Abī Ṭālib)
Verse beginning with: Kitabun fiqih asrīr tajallī....
MS in 7 ff., 6" x 0", 11 lines per page. Water mark with STANDARD CROWN. Text in Tabqī script with orthographic signs. Rubricated. Subject:ulletting life.
MS 993

A.U.
KITĀB FĪQIH YAR: AL-QĀDĪM
MS 265

A.U.
KITĀB FĪQIH AL-MARDIYAH
MS in 9 ff., 6" x 1/2", 10 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Tabqī script without orthographic signs. Rubricated.
MS 1075

'Abd Allāh b. Muḥammad b. 'Umayr
Kitāb fi talqīd'ī khitīf fi sayf al-qur'ān
MS 77
A.H.
KITAB AL-MA'ATIR RASUL ALLAH

MS in 11 ff., 7/8 x 0", 14 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text on foolscap paper; poor Masqil; black ink. Rubricated.

MS 800

A.T.
KITAB AL-QAINTA

MS 108

A.T.
KITAB AL-'ISRA'AT


MS 1045

MUHAMMAD B. 'ABD ALLAH B. MUHAMMAD B. 'ALI B. ASHRAF AL-QAYYIM

KITAB AL-IMAR

MS in 6 ff., 7 1/8 x 9", 28%1 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Masqil script without orthographic signs. Rubricated. The book is on teaching of Arithmetic.

MS 745

A.T.
KITAB ILAI MA'RIFAT UMAKHA KAHINA (History of Katsina)

MS in 4 ff., 8 1/4" x 13", 15-17 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Masqil script. Unrubricated. The MS deals with the History of the Aalira of Katsina.

MS 61
MUHAMMAD B. 'ABD AL-MAHD'I
KITAB AL-QALIB

MS 517

MUHAMMAD B. 'AMIR B. 'ABD AL-MAHD'I
KITAB AL-MAHFIZ

MS in 15 ff. 6 1/2 in. x 9 in. 16 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Nash'i script without orthographic signs. No commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 1096

MUHAMMAD B. 'AMIR B. 'ABD AL-MAHD'I

A.U.

KITAB AL-MAS'ALA

MS in 9 ff. 2 in. x 6 1/2 in. 20 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nash'i script without orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 693

A.U.

KITAB AL-MAS'ULLA AND ANOTHER

MS including two: 1. One in three folios, 6 in. x 9 in. beginning with 'Allah le'Mohammad: water mark with three moons; text in Nash'i script. Rubricated.
2. MS in 7 ff. 6 in. x 9 in.; water mark with three moons. Text in Nash'i script; rubricated. In the last page it is indicated that the book's title is Kitab al-Muhadthi and the copyist is 'Ali b. al-Ka'is, Amr ibn Zakariya.

MS 691

A.U.

KITAB AL-MU'ADDILA

MS in 26 ff. 6 1/2 in. x 9 3/4 in. 30 lines per page. Water mark with three moons, human faces, letters 3 and 6 and half a pot. Text in fine Nash'i script with elongated final letters. Rubricated. Copyist Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Qasim al-Khayyat.

MS 3000 (possibly 300)
KIṬĀB MAḌLĪṬ

MS in 9 ff., 9" x 7", 22 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in prose, Manāṭikki script; no orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 896

‘AYYĀD B. MUḤAMMAD B. ‘AYYĀD B. FĪDĪ
KIṬĀB MINḤĀṬ AL-QĀṢĪB

MS in 35 ff., 6½/4" x 9", 10 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in large Manāṭikki script without orthographic signs.

MS 1050

MĪLĪK B. ʿARĀS
KIṬĀB AL-MUNAṬṬAṢĪ

MS in 233 ff., 6½" x 9½/4", 25 lines per page. Water mark with artistic crown and human face. Text in Manāṭikki script. Folios 2, 3 and 4 differ in script and the kind of paper from the remainder.

MS 999

‘ĀBD AL-LĀḤ B. FĪDĪ
KIṬĀB AL-ṣAṣ'ALĪṬ FI AḤAM AL-MAḌLĪṬ


MS 13

(AḤAM B. AḤAM B. ZĀHRĪṬ)
KIṬĀB AL-MAḌLĪṬ

MS in 11 ff., 6½/4" x 9½/4", 4-16 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and human letters. Text in Manāṭikki script with some Kāṭīc letters; orthographic signs but no commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 19

AḤAS B. KĀḤĪK
KIṬĀB AL-ḤAKAMĪṬ


MS 950

AḤAM B. MUḤAMMAD B. MUḤAMMAD B. ‘ABBĀS B. ʿABDĀL B. AḤAM B. ‘AḤAM AL-ṣAṢ'ALĪṬ FI AḤAM AL-MAḌLĪṬ


MS 462

‘ĀBD AL-LĀḤ B. MUḤAMMAD B. ‘AYYĀD B. FĪDĪ
KIṬĀB FĪR AL-ALĀĪṬ

MS 1

‘ĀBD AL-LĀḤ B. MUḤAMMAD B. ‘AYYĀD B. FĪDĪ
KIṬĀB ṬUṬR AL-ALĀĪṬ

MS 15
A.U.
کتب علی بن علی و علی بن ابی طالب

کتاب وقف عالی بن علی و علی بن ابی طالب


MS 519

A.U.
کتاب اسد النور

کتاب اسد النور یا جیدان الیکسکنی الکار

میں 9 ff., 8 línes per page. Water mark with cups and Roman letters. Text in نسخی script. Rubricated. The book deals with Astronomy. The MS is incomplete at the end.

MS 469

تاریخ علی بن حسن

کتاب تاریخ علی بن حسن

میں 60

میہمند نبیل سی. "یونس ب. محمد سی. "یونس ب. محمد کتاب تاریخ علی بن حسن میں اسلام کے اختیار کی حکمت

MS 27

"عاصم ب. "اہل دکر ب. "یونس ب. محمد کتاب صحت الیکسکنی


MS 366
Kitāb al-Sīrah

MS in 34 ff., 7/8" x 1", 20 lines per page. Water mark with half oval shape. Text in Manṣūrī script. Rubricated.

MS 569

'Allā B. Abī Tālib (khwāqel)

Kitāb Taba

MS in 2 ff., 6/16" x 9", 16-17 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Manṣūrī script with orthographic signs. The book deals with the prohibited tree named Taba. Unrubricated.

MS 142

Kitāb al-Walī B. 'Allā B. Abī Tālib

Kitāb Tālib Abī Dā'ūd al-Khaṭṭābī

MS in 22 ff., 6" x 9", 24 lines per page. Text in Manṣūrī script with orthographic signs.

MS 269

Kitāb al-Ṭabī' Abī Bakr al-Aqāmilī

MS in 31 ff., 5/8" x 9"; water mark with a circle containing the Arabic word Manṣūr and a floral motive. In another foil there are Roman letters and three moons. Text in Manṣūrī script and Kufic letters; rubricated.

MS 605

Kitāb Muḥammad Abī Bakr al-Faḍlī

MS in 10 ff., 6" x 9", 31 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Manṣūrī script with orthographic signs. Five folios in prose, the rest in verse.

MS 967

Kitāb al-Taṣawwurāt


MS 368

('Uthmān B. Ṣaid)

Kitāb al-Taqīd

MS in 2 ff., 6" x 9", 9-14 lines per page. Text in prose written in Manṣūrī script. Water mark with a cross shape in a circle. Rubricated. It gives historical data that 'Uthmān gave his teachings for 15 years. He was followed by Muḥammad Bello who ruled for 12 years. Then came 'Uthmān for five years and five months etc.

MS 777

Kitāb al-Tahā'ī

MS in 6 ff., 5 1/8" x 9", 23-26 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Poor Manṣūrī script without orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 250.

Kitāb al-Taḥthānī

Copyist /faṣiṣh B. Ṣalih b. Ṣālīkāb

MS 133

Kitāb al-Taqīd (Arabic script but Hausa language)

MS 599
A.U.

KITĀB AL-TANWĪD

MS in 12 ff., 6½ x 8⅞, 18 lines per page. Water mark with three eons and fancy medallion. Text in Nashī script without orthographic signs and commentaries. Rubricated. The first part of the MS is missing.

MS 959

A.U.

KITĀB AL-TANWĪD

MS in 9 ff., 6½ x 8⅞, water mark with the words LONDON, WATKIN & SONS LIMITED. MS in fine Nashī script with orthographic signs. Rubricated. Copyist Muhammad b. Muhammad Maulawîr al-Sakzakî in the Hijra of Muhammad Fîrâdî.

MS 301.

A.U.

KITĀB AL-TANWĪD

MS in 3 ff., 6⅞ x 8½, 17 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Nashī script with orthographic signs. Unrubricated.

MS 682

A.U.

KITĀB AL-QABÎSĪYÂT

MS in 50 ff., 6½ x 9½, 16 lines per page. Water mark with three human faces. Text in fine Nashī script without orthographic signs. No commentaries. Rubricated. The first and last parts of the MS are missing.

MS 1005

= 99 =

(A-L-QABÎSĪYÂT A-L-TANWĪD)

KITĀB AL-TANWĪD

MS in 8 ff., 6 x 8½, 11 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nashī script. Rubricated.

MS 778

"MUHAMMAD B. MUHAMMAD B. 'ABBĀS B. FADL"

KITĀB "IMĀM AL-TÂHĪD"

MS 42

"MUHAMMAD B. MUHAMMAD B. 'ABBĀS B. FADL"

KITĀB "AL-ndl AL-Wâlî"

= 99 =

= 99 =

(A-L-ndl AL-Wâlî)

KITĀB AL-Wâlî

MS in 3 ff., 9⅞ x 7½, 12 lines per page. No water mark. Text in Nashī script. Rubricated.

MS 357

"MUHAMMAD B. MUHAMMAD B. MUHAMMAD"

KITĀB AL-NÂWÂR

MS in 50 ff., 9½ x 7½, 16 lines per page. Water mark with large circle in the middle of which a circle with floral design. Text in Nashī script. The book is written in memory of a scholar, 'Abbâs al-Dînî in al-Qâdî al-Mârî, well known in Egypt. The MS includes timetables on astronomy and contains Astrology. Dated 1009.

MS 529

= 99 =
A.M.
KIVÊ AL-QIYAM

MS in 6 ff, 8\(1/4\) x 5\(7/4\) in. Water marks with three moons and Roman letters. Text in press in poor Nâšâh script. Unrubricated.

MS 704

A.M.
LÜMÎYAT AL-ÂF'IL

MS in 4 ff, 6\(1/2\) x 9\(3/4\) in., 15 lines per page. No water mark. Text in Nâash script with orthographic signs. Rubricated. Dated 1344.

MS 443

AL-QIYAM JANât AL-QIYAM 'ALÎ AL-ÁLIM MUHÂMAD B. HÂJI LÜMÎYAT AL-ÂF'IL


MS 311

SHÊDI B. HÂJI LÜMÎYAT AL-ÁQÂ DIR ZÂNIM LÜMÎYAT AL-ÂF'IL

MS in 3 ff, 8\(1/2\) x 8\(1/2\) in., 15 lines per page. Water mark with a crown. Text in Nâash script, verses, with orthographic signs in red. Rubricated. Dated Tuesday 29th Dãbar 1349 A.H.

MS 1061

AL-QIYAM (Verses)
LÜMÎYAT AL-ÂF'IL

MS in 4 ff, 8\(1/4\) x 6\(1/2\) in., 12-12 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Nâash script with orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 246

- 100 -

(ÂL-QIYAM? ?)
LÜMÎYAT AL-ÂF'IL

MS in 3 ff, 6\(1/2\) x 8\(1/2\) in., 17 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nâash script with orthographic signs and some commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 111

MU'ATTID AL-QIYAM JANât JANât AL-QIYAM B. 'ALÎ B. MUHÂMAD B. 'ALÎ AL-QIYAM AL-QIYAM AL-QIYAM (ÂL-QIYAM?)
LÜMÎYAT AL-ÂF'IL

MS in 3 ff, 6\(1/2\) x 8\(1/2\) in., 15 lines per page. Water mark with three human faces. Text in verses in Nâash script, many commentaries in the last two folios. Unrubricated.

MS 774

'ALÎ AL-ÁQÂ' B. MUHÂMAD B. JIHÂL LÜMÎYAT AL-QIYAM

MS in 12 ff, 7\(1/2\) x 9\(1/2\) in., 6-11 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and Roman letters. Text in Nâash script with orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 204

'ALÎ AL-ÁQÂ' B. MUHÂMAD B. JIHÂL LÜMÎYAT AL-QIYAM

MS in 11 ff, 6\(1/2\) x 8\(1/2\) in., 12 lines per page. Water mark with half a shield. Text in poor Nâash script with orthographic signs. Commentaries. Unrubricated.

MS 696

ALGERO DISTRICT
List of tax assessment, or tax payment for the inhabitants of Aliaro

MS 75

- 101 -
Aḥad Allah B. Muhammad B. Ḥijān
Luxūs al-Masūdī fi Zāhir Allah al-Dīn wa-rāqi.

MS 39

Aḥad Allah al-Thaqīfī al-Ma‘ārifī
Al-Mu‘āqī ‘Alí al-Muṣṭafī fi Qawā’il al-‘Uṣūl


MS 1002

A. U.
Lūmā (an Arabic-Bamī word list)

MS 44

Muḥammad al-Tawārīṣī

Four MSS in 14 ff., 5½/’ x 3½”, 16 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and Bamī letters;
1. 6 ff. in Muḥammad al-Tawārīṣī.
II. 2 ff. in Maghāth al-Tawārīṣī by Muḥammad B. Ḥijān dated 1378 A.H.
III. 3 ff. fi adār al-thawā’ib al-Ma‘ārifī; text in verse; copyist Muḥammad al-Ja‘farī.
IV. 3 ff., Bīllūs ilā‘ al-Ma‘ārifī

MS 504

A. U.
Ma‘ārif al-Ma‘ārifī

MS in 2 ff., 5½’ x 7½”, 9 lines per page. Water mark without signs and no commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 527 - 102 -
MUQAQQAD B. 'AMR B. 'ALI AL-Stubh
AL-MAQADD ASH-ASH'AB
MS in 7 ff., 6" x 6'/4", 15 lines per page. Water mark with three moons, human face and Roman letters. Text in Nashi script with orthographic signs; unruled.
MS 537

MUQAQQAD B. 'AMR AL-Stubh B. KULAIK AL-Stubh
AL-MAQADD ASH-ASH'AB
MS 537

MUQAQQAD AL-VAQALI B. SULAYH B. A. MUQIAAD AL-STUBH B. ASH-'AIRI
AL-MALAIK
MS in 8 ff., 6'/4" x 6", water mark without signs. Text in tiny Nashi script with very many commentaries. Rubricated.
MS 549

MUQAQQAD B. MUQAAAD B. 'AMR B. 'ALI
MANIZ ASH-ASH'AB LI DAIK AL-ASDAB
MS in 5 ff., 6" x 6'/4", 14 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Nashi script with orthographic signs in red. No commentaries. The first and last folios are Arabic, the rest part is in Nashi. The last part of the MS is missing.
MS 449

-- 109 --
MUSAHIBI'IL FI AL-DIN

MS in 7 ff, 8\(\frac{1}{4}\) x 6\(\frac{3}{4}\) in; water mark without signs. Text in Naṣḵī script without orthographical signs; rubricated. Copyist is the author's student.

MS 615

'AND AL-QADIR ALI B. MUHAMMAD AL-TUFIṢI AL-ZA-QOQI

MS in 26 ff, 6\(\frac{1}{2}\) x 8\(\frac{1}{4}\) in, 4-5 lines per page. Water mark with three human faces. Text in Naṣḵī script with orthographical signs and many commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 771

(A`ĪD AL-TUFIṢI AL-ZA-QOQI)

MASH`IL FI AL-DIN

MS in 38 ff, 6\(\frac{1}{2}\) x 8\(\frac{1}{4}\) in, 17 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Naṣḵī script without orthographical signs. No commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 468

(A`ĪD AL-TUFIṢI AL-ZA-QOQI)

MASH`IL FI AL-DIN

MS in 4 ff, 6\(\frac{1}{2}\) x 8\(\frac{1}{4}\) in, 12 lines per page. Water mark with Roman letters. Text in Naṣḵī script with orthographical signs. Rubricated.

MS 455

- 110 -

AUV.

MASH`IL FI AL-DIN (STUB)

MS in 26 ff, 4\(\frac{1}{2}\) x 6\(\frac{1}{2}\) in, 21 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Naṣḵī script without orthographical signs. No commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 944

AUV.

MASH`IL FI AL-DINNA WAL-KARDHA

MS in 41 ff, 6\(\frac{1}{2}\) x 8\(\frac{1}{4}\) in, 17 lines per page. Water mark with three moons, in f 60 only. Text in Naṣḵī script without commentaries. Rubricated. The first and last parts of the MS are missing.

MS 998

AUV.

MASH`IL FI AL-QADIR

MS in 5 ff, 6\(\frac{1}{2}\) x 8\(\frac{1}{4}\) in, 3 lines per page. Water mark without any signs. Text in fine Naṣḵī script with orthographical signs and many commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 261

'AND ALLAH B. DAIṢI

MASH`IL FI AL-DIN

MS in 9 ff, 6\(\frac{1}{2}\) x 8\(\frac{1}{4}\) in, 25 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and Roman letters. Text in Naṣḵī script without orthographical signs; rubricated. It deals with the story of the Jewish chief 'And Allah and the Prophet Muhammad.

MS 686

- 111 -
AND AL-QADAH AL-MOLLIT AL-UN-NASR
MA'R'IL MIN AL-1RRAKH

MS in 65 ff., 6\1\2 x 3\1\4, 11 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Nashah script with orthographic signs but no commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 901

'AND AL-ALIK B. SALLAM (MA'AR'IL)
MA'R'IL MIN KURR JAZIRAT AL-ARJIB WA FARDQAT AL-MUQALLID

MS in 11 ff., 6\1\2 x 3\1\4, 22 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nashah script. Rubricated. No orthographic signs.

MS 342

A.U.

MA'R'IL AL-AKHTAR

MS in one folio, 6\1\2 x 3\1\4; water mark without signs. Text in Nashah script without orthographic signs. No commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 1018

A.U.

MA'R'IL AL-AKHTAR FI AL-'INDAH

MS in 5 ff., 7 x 3\1\4, water mark with three moons and English words. Text in Nashah script with red rulings with brown ink.

MS 150

A.U.

MA'R'IL SHARRA

MS in one folio, 7 x 3\1\4; water mark without signs. Text deals with different subjects. Unrubricated. Religious treatise.

MS 1020  -  112 -
MIN AQID AL-ISSAK

MSS in 8 ff, 5 1/2" x 3 1/4", 19 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and some English letters B and I. The first folio does not belong to the rest as it deals with the birth of the Prophet. Its script differs as well. As for the remaining folios the script is in Kufic, but no orthographic signs are used. The text is a religious treatise. Both are rubricated.

MS 361

MIN AQID AL-QAFARA

MSS in 20 ff, 6 1/2" x 4 1/4". Water mark with "CHROM STANDARD." Prose in poor Kufic script with orthographic signs in some folios; rubricated. Copyist: Qasim Qasim b. ʿAbd al-ʿAziz b. ʿAbbās.

MS 750

MIN AQID AL-UQDAY - MIN ATTĀM AL-QADIR

MSS in 9 ff, 6 1/4" x 3 1/2", 16 lines per page. No water marks. Text in Kufic script without orthographic signs and without commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 506

AL-QADIR AL-QADYI

MIN ASH TARIQ

MSS in 32 ff, 6 1/2" x 3 1/4", 14 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and human faces. Text in Kufic script with orthographic signs and commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 660

= 110 =

(INKU AL-QAYES)

MIN ASH TARIQ

MSS in 25 ff, 6 1/2" x 3 1/4", 11 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Naṣibi script, poor but legible, with orthographic signs. Unrubricated.

MS 661

(INKU AL-QAYES)

MIN ASH AL-SHALILITRA

MSS in 15 ff, 5 1/4" x 7", 5-10 lines per page. No water marks. Text in Naṣibi script with orthographic signs. Commentaries. The folios are in very bad condition.

MS 464

ʿABRAH B. AL-QADIR

MIN ASH AL-ḤAJJA

MSS in 15 ff, 6 1/2" x 3 1/2", 14 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and ʿAbd al-ʿAziz al-Qaybātī. Text in Naṣibi script with orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 751

MIN ṢADIK AL-BAYA WAL-QADIRA

MSS in 30 ff, 6 3/4" x 3 1/4"; water mark without signs. Text in Naṣibi script without orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 707

MUHAMMAD AL-WAZIR B. AL-QADIR AL-QADIR AL-MUNIR AL-QADIR FI MAḤFIZ AL QADIR AL-QADIR


MS 318

= 119 =
‘الله’ أ. ن. ف. ـ ‘الله’ أ. ن. ف. ـ AL-DÄER AL-MAÎRÄN


MS 322

أ. ن. ف. ـ Ibrahîm b. ʿAbd al-Rahman AL-'MAÎRÄN
MIN SHAṬ'AH AL-'MAÎRÄN

MS in 5 1/4 x 9", 11 lines per page. Water mark with Roman letters. Text in Säghä script with orthographical signs. Some commentaries. Unrubricated. The author urges his son to work hard.

MS 506

ZAIHĀR B. A. N. F. AL-'MAÎRÄN
MIN SHI'AH AL-'MAÎRÄN,verses beginning with: wa lâ tâ'lâmû u kathîla lâyda

MS in 16 ff, 6 1/4 x 9", 11 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and shields. Text in Säghä script with orthographical signs. Rubricated. The first part of the MS is missing.

MS 648

A.U.
MIN AL-'ALÔSA

MS in 4 ff, 6 x 8 1/4", 10-26 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in tiny Säghä script without orthographical signs and some commentaries. Rubricated. Dated 10th Shawwaḍû 1292 A.H.

MS 676

A.U.
MIN AL-MÅRĀN

MS in 4 ff, 6 1/4 x 9", 10 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in verses written in poor Säghä script without orthographical signs; rubricated.

MS 961 — 121 —
Miscellaneous

NS in 60 ff, 7½' x 3½", 14 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nashī script without orthographic signs and commentaries; rubricated. Religious treatise. Copyist 'Abd ʿĀlāh ʿAbd al-Qarādī Gulf.  NS 11

Miscellaneous


Miscellaneous

NS in 59 ff, 5½' x 3½", 17 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Nashī script, sometimes with orthographic signs. Subjects vary: Astronomy, Religion etc.  NS 423

- 122 -
A.U.
MUHATAAR AL-KHALIL
MS in 311 ff, 61/4 x 9", 4-5 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in large Nagari script with orthographic signs and many commentaries. Injected.
MS 550

'AAB ALI B. ASI JABRA AL-ASCI
MUHATAAR AL-MUSHRAB

MS in 9 ff, 9" x 61/2", 15 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and human faces. Text in Nagari script without orthographic signs; rubricated. The last part of the MS is missing.
MS 691

'SAYYID ALI B. MUHAMMAD
MUHATAAR AL-MAWI

MS in 55 ff, 61/2 x 91/4", 4-6 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and Roman letters. Text in Nagari script with orthographic signs; rubricated.
MS 390

A.U.
MUHATAAR AL-MUWALLA

MS in 112 ff, 9" x 31/2", 9 lines per page. Water mark with tiny circles. Text, prose and verse in Nagari script.
MS 620

- 128 -
MS in 6 ff., 5 2/3 x 8", 12 lines per page. No water mark. Text in Nashī script with orthographic signs; unrubricated.

MS 716

MS in 3 ff., 6 2/3 x 8 1/2", 10 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Nashī script, called in West Africa 'Ajami; rubricated.

MS 665

ARBU AD AL-ĪTĀD B. HISH ABD AL-'ALĀ B AL-ŠAHRĀBĪ
KIRSH AD AL-MIQDAD

MS in 17 ff., 6 1/4 x 9", 17 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in verse written in Nashī with orthographic signs. Rubricated. The last part of the MS is missing.

MS 206

ARBU AD AL-ĪTĀD B. HISH ABD AL-'ALĀ B AL-ŠAHRĀBĪ
KIRSH AD AL-MIQDAD


MS 461

ARBU AD AL-ĪTĀD B. HISH ABD AL-'ALĀ B AL-ŠAHRĀBĪ
KIRSH AD AL-MIQDAD

MS in 20 ff., 6 2/3 x 8", 10-13 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in prose in Nashī script with orthographic signs; rubricated. Text on al-Pišārī.

MS 350

- 130 -

ARBU AD AL-ĪTĀD B. HISH ABD AL-'ALĀ B AL-ŠAHRĀBĪ
KIRSH AD AL-MIQDAD

MS in 12 ff., 6 1/2 x 8 1/4". Water mark with Roman letters. Verse in Nashī script with orthographic signs; rubricated. The MS in in a very bad condition.

MS 395

ARBU AD AL-ĪTĀD B. HISH ABD AL-'ALĀ B AL-ŠAHRĀBĪ
KIRSH AD AL-MIQDAD


MS 449

ARBU AD AL-ĪTĀD B. HISH ABD AL-'ALĀ B AL-ŠAHRĀBĪ
KIRSH AD AL-MIQDAD

MS in 10 ff., 6 2/3 x 8 1/4"; water mark with three moons. Text in Nashī script. A geometrical design in the last page; rubricated.

MS 545

'AMR AL-ŠAWA B. HISH ABD AL-'ALĀ B AL-ŠAHRĀBĪ
KIRSH AD AL-MIQDAD

MS in 19 ff., 6 1/2 x 9", 13 lines per page. Water mark with three moons, an Arabic word 'yaṣma Kāf and a floral motive. Text in Nashī script with orthographic signs; rubricated.

MS 292

ARBU AD AL-ĪTĀD B. HISH ABD AL-'ALĀ B AL-ŠAHRĀBĪ
KIRSH AD AL-MIQDAD 'ALĪ MAQDHĀD MĀLIK

MS in 25 ff., 6 2/3 x 9 1/4", 10 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in neat Nashī script with orthographic signs. No commentaries; rubricated.

MS 445

- 131 -
(AL-MU'TAZIL)  
NABU AL-RUHBA

MS in 11 ff, 6/8" x 9", 8 lines per page. Each folio contains five lines in large script and in between there are three lines in tiny script, all in Nashahi script. Red rulings and black ink; lubricated.

MS 370

MUHAMMAD AL-MU'TAZIL  
NABU AL-RUHBA

MS in 16 ff, 6" x 4", eleven lines of verse. Water mark with three moons. Text in Nashahi script; lubricated.

MS 168

(AL-MU'TAZIL)  
NABU AL-RUHBA

MS in 6 ff, 6/4" x 9/4"; water mark with three moons. Text in prose written in tiny yet legible script; lubricated.

MS 749

(AL-MU'TAZIL)  
NABU AL-RUHBA

MS in 7 ff, 6/4" x 9/4"; water mark with three moons and A. GALVAR FUNDERS; two MS in one jacket; one of them in 4 ff, the other in 3 ff. The first one is written in large Nashahi script with orthographic signs, the second has no signs. Both lubricated.

MS 642

- 136 -

'MUR ALİ E. NURMOHAMMET B. SAĐİQ AL-MU'TAZIL  
NABU AL-RUHBA

MS in 15 ff, 6/4" x 9/4", 3-6 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and Roman letters. Text in verse in Nashahi script without orthographic signs but many commentaries; lubricated.

MS 311

AL-İNAN JALİ AL-DIN AL-SUFI  
AL-RANITA AL-MAKHTITA

MS in 60 ff, 7" x 9/4", 34 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nashahi script with Sufi letters. No orthographic signs. Lubricated.

MS 1091

ABD 'ARİ ALİ ALİ AL-DIN AL-SUFI  
AL-MARSHA AL-MAKHTITA WA SHARİ AL-LİPTİTA

MS in 26 ff, 6/2" x 9/4", 25 lines per page. Water mark with three moons, three human faces and a figure of a lady in an oval. Text in prose written in tiny Nashahi without orthographic signs; lubricated. Commentaries only in the beginning.

MS 367

ABD 'ARİ ALİ ALİ AL-DIN AL-DİLLİ B. MİLLİ AL-LİPTİTA  
AL-MARSHA AL-MAKHTITA Fİ SHARİ AL-LİPTİTA

MS in 4 ff, 6" x 8", 25 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in tiny Nashahi script without orthographic signs. Lubricated.

MS 734

- 137 -
'كَيْيَانُ مُحَمَّدٌ، "الله وأنت مَعْبِدُهُ"

MS 116

"المَّلِكُ، مُحَمَّدٌ، "لا، لا، يا مَعْبِدُهُ"، مَعْبِدُهُ، مَعْبِدُهُ"

MS 170

"أَرْيِ، مُحَمَّدٌ، "لا، لا، يا مَعْبِدُهُ"

MS 560

"أَرْيِ، مُحَمَّدٌ، "لا، لا، يا مَعْبِدُهُ"

MS 964
MS in 12 ff., 8 lines per page. Water mark with three human faces and Roman letters. Text in Nāgālī script with orthographic signs and occasional commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 775

AL-ĂNN AL-MARĪN AL-Ă'TIRA
Makrūh fh. Māqṣ Al-Ălīs

MS in 2 ff., 6¹/₂" x 4¹/₄", 16 lines per page. Water mark with strange figures. Text in Nāgālī script; rubricated.

MS (not given number by museum).

A.G.

Makrūh fh. Kūfīs As-Sūr (Ya Man laaš 4'īl al-Ăgīl)

MS in 5 ff., 7" x 9", 4-6 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nāgālī script with orthographic signs; rubricated.

MS 714

MUHAMMAD B. 'ABD AL-LIŻAH AL-ĂFīT
Makrūh fh. Nāšīn As-Sūr

MS in 12 ff., 6¹/₂" x 4"; water mark with three moons. Text in Nāgālī script; very many commentaries; triangular tiny papers are stitched to some folios; rubricated. Copyist from Rāfā.

MS 870

A.U.

Makrūh fh. Qākīn As-Sūr

MS in 6 ff., 9" x 6¹/₄"; water mark without signs. Text in verse, some pages are written in black ink, others in red, in Nāgālī script. The beginning of the MS is missing; dated 109 al-Ăfīt 1355 A.H.

MS 829

A.G.

MS in 9 ff., 9" x 7", 7-12-13 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in verse, in Nāgālī script, sometimes without orthographic signs; rubricated.

MS 829

MUHAMMAD B. JABĪL B. INĀS
Makrūh fh. Qākīn As-Sūr

MS in 4 ff., 6¹/₂" x 9"; water mark with human faces and Roman letters. Text in prose; rubricated; with many commentaries.

MS 215

MUHAMMAD 'IMRĀN
Makrūh fh. Nasītān As-Sūr

MS in 4 ff., 6¹/₂" x 4¹/₄", 12 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nāgālī with orthographic signs in red; rubricated. It is interesting to note in folio 3 r that it is mentioned that in 1509 women will leave houses without their husbands' permission; the moment of resurrection is predicted in 1360; and that the sun will not shine for three days in 1390.

MS 977

A.G.

MS starting with 5a50 kuntu fi hamim wa ghemin.......

MS in 2 ff., 6¹/₄" x 9", 10 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in verse in Nāgālī script with orthographic signs; unrubricated.

MS 160

-145-
MUHAMMAD BIELLO B. 'UYUSS B. FīDI
MUHAMMAD BIELLO B. 'UYUSS B. FīDI
NūRUL-FATIH MIN BAṢR AL-BILĀD: TAṢLIYAH LIL-MAKSU AL-
MA'ĀSHAH FI-L-ṢUBUṬ

MS in 6 ff., 6/8" x 6", 13 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and Roman letters. Text in Nashī script with orthographic signs; some lines are very poorly written. Rubricated.

MS 985

MUHAMMAD BIELLO B. 'UYUSS B. FīDI
NūR AL-FARJ

MS in 5 ff., 6/4" x 6/4", 14 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and Roman letters. Text in Nashī script with orthographic signs; some lines are very poorly written. Rubricated.

MS 93

MUHAMMAD B. AL-GUSII 'ARAD AL-RAQĪB
QĀ'IDA DĪNIYYA


MS 459

'AIH MUHAMMAD KHALĪL B. 'ARAD AL-BA'IY
QARIN ?


MS 304
(Al-Badāwī)

Qāṭīna beginning with: āhār bi-l-āshūr bi-l-fātihī

MS in 4 ff, 6" x 8 3/4", 7 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in fine Nashkī script especially in the comments; rubricated.

MS 494

A.J.

Qāṭīna beginning with: al-ḥār bi-l-āshūr bi-l-fātihī

MS in 4 ff, 6" x 8 3/4", 7 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nashkī script with orthographic signs and no commentaries; unrubricated.

MS 294

A.J.

Qāṭīna begins with: al-ḥār bi-l-āshūr bi-l-fātihī

MS in 3 ff, 6 5/8" x 8 5/8", 9 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Nashkī script with orthographic signs; unrubricated.

MS 715

A.M.

Qāṭīna beginning with: Aḥān na ʿaddām...


MS 668

A.J.

Qāṭīna beginning with: al-ḥār bi-l-āshūr bi-l-fātihī

MS in 6 ff, 6 5/8" x 8 3/4"; water mark with three moons. Text in prose in Nashkī script; rubricated.

MS 495 - 146 -
JAMI‘ AL-ḌIMMU MUS‘AB B. AMIN AL-LĀH B. MULIK
AL-QAṬṬA AL-ḌIMMĪTA
AMIRYAT AL-LĀH MA‘ AL-ḌIMM AL-ḌIMMĪTA
MS in 50 ff., 8° x 6°, 28 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and other unclear signs. Text in Ṣaḥāḥ script without orthographic signs; dated 1179 A.H.
MS 691

YAHYĀ B. IBN AL-DURRĀJ
AL-QAṬṬA AL-DURRĀJĪTA AL-DURRĀJĪTA
MS in 5 ff., 6⅔/2° x 9°, 14 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Ṣaḥāḥ script with orthographic signs in green ink. No commentaries; rubricated.
MS 209

AL-ḌIMMU AL-QAṢĪMIBI
Qaṭṭa Al-Ḍimmiyya
MS in 17 ff., 6⅔/4° x 6⅔/4°. Water mark with one crescent in f. 16. Text in verse in Ṣaḥāḥ script; orthographic signs and many commentaries; rubricated.
MS 757

MUHAMMAD B. ‘ABD AL-WĀLI’ID AL-QAṢĪMI
& other unknown authors
AL-QAṬṬA AL-WĀLĪWA AL-QAṢĪMĪTA & other works
A collection of MS in 20 ff., 5½/2° x 9°, including fī ta‘āl al-ḥajjal written on footnotes in blue ink. Another work on al-Ṭāṣāfīya. A number of the folios are rubricated.
MS 651

‘ABD AL-ḌIMMU B. MUQARRAB
Qaṭṭa beginning with: waqaytu bi al-nabī al-nabī...
MS in 6 ff., 6⅔/2° x 8°, 9 lines per page. Water mark with and some limited incised. Verse in Ṣaḥāḥ script with orthographic signs; rubricated. A poem in praise of the Prophet.
MS 693

IBN ULAYTH U AL-FURAYTHI
Qaṭṭa ‘Al al-Furaythi
MS in 5 ff., 6⅔/2° x 6⅔/4°; water mark with three moons. Prose in Ṣaḥāḥ script; unrubricated.
MS 967

‘ALĪ B. UħAYN
Qaṭṭa beginning with: tānāra dana ‘alī wa al-nabīyyīn...'
MS in 6 ff., 6⅔/4° x 9⅔/4°, 13 lines per page. Water mark with human faces. Text in Ṣaḥāḥ with orthographic signs but no commentaries; unrubricated. Relating life and the world.
MS 636

‘ABD AL-ḌIMMU
Qaṭṭa ‘Abd al-Ḍimmi
MS in one folio, 5½/4° x 8°, 19 lines per page. No water marks. Verse in Ṣaḥāḥ script with orthographic signs; unrubricated.
MS 202

AL-WĀLI’IB. IBN AL-DURRĀJI
Qaṭṭa: Samīt al-mudāf...
AL-HADĐI SIBAYE B. ABD SUDAYA

Qaṭīdat īnhāt 90's ADU

Ms 6 ff, 1/4" x 9 1/4", 10 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Nashīt script with orthographic signs but without commentaries. Rubricated.

Ms 422

A.U.

Qaṭīdat al-Bīlānī beginning with: quntu shukratu rabī... 

Ms 2 ff, 1/4" x 9 1/4", 10 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nashīt script with orthographic signs; some commentaries; rubricated.

Ms 540

AL-QASIM B. MUHAMMAD AL-ṬABIṬIB

Qaṭīdat al-Qalītīyīn

Ms 124

('Umar b. Muḥammad)

Qaṭīdat al-Qalītīyīn

Ms 22 ff, 6" x 9 1/4", 13 lines per page. The lines of verse have a huge amount of commentaries. Water mark with three moons in few pages. Text in Nashīt script with orthographic signs; unrubricated.

Ms 170

A.U.

Qaṭīdat al-Qalītīyīn (and commentaries)

Ms 46 ff, 1/4" x 9 1/4", water mark with three moons and bureau name. Text in prose and verse written in Nashīt script without orthographic signs; rubricated. The beginning and the end are missing.

Ms 349
(AL-HAQIQI)
QADIRI, NABU AL-SUKRA
MS in 9 ff., 9-11 lines per page. Water mark with a circle in the first folio. Text in Naqsh script. The last folio is not Arabic. Red rulings with brown facing ink.
NS 333

ISNA'U AL-QA'ETI
QADIRI, SIRI SAMII
MS in 18 ff., 6'/2 x 6', 12 lines per page. Water mark with crown standard. Text in Naqsh script with orthographic signs and commentaries;rubricated.
NS 987

boards B. 'AID AL-KUZAYM
QADIRI, AL-CUZAY H Điểm
MS in one folio, 6'/2 x 9'/2; 15 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Naqsh script. Unrubricated.
NS 944

Al-QADIRI
QADIRI, AL-QADIRI
MS 332

A.J.
QADIRI, AL-BAHRAWI, , YI MADJU' AL-HARIT
MS in 6 ff., 6'/2 x 6'/2; most of the upper poris are worn out. Water mark with half an oval and three moons. Text in prose with large kufic letters especially group ăng. Copyist Nuhiyya b. Muhammad Mansur.
NS 259 - 136 -

A.J.
QADIRI, AL-QADIRI (in praise of God)
MS in 2 ff., 6'/2 x 6'/2, 24 verses. No water signs. Text in Naqsh script, circular design in black and red ink.
NS 210

AL-NABUDDAH AL-HAMRANI
QADIRI, AL-NABUDDAH AL-HAMRANI
MS in 17 ff., 6' x 9'/2, 15 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and a leaf in f. 12 only. Text in poor Naqsh script with orthographic signs and many commentaries. Unrubricated.
NS 525

A.J.
QADIRI, beginning with: Wala u'm bismii... ...
MS in one folio, 7' x 9', 9-15 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in neat Naqsh script with orthographic signs but without commentaries. Unrubricated.
NS 948

A.J.
QADIRI, MUHAMMAD B. AL-QURAYDH AL-AID
QADIRI, beginning with: Ya gubraten asabhaka akey' in bilma... ...
MS in 10 ff., 6'/2 x 7'/2, 13 lines per page. No water mark. Text in verse written in Naqsh script with orthographic signs and some commentaries. Rubricated.
NS 497

A.J.
QADIRI, MUHAMMAD B. DURAYD AL-AID
QADIRI, beginning with: Ya gubraten asabhaka akey' in bilma... ...
MS in 3 ff., 6'/2 x 6'/2, 10 lines per page. Water mark with QALMah. Text in Naqsh script, there are two NUS in the same jacket on the same subject but both are incomplete. Unrubricated.
NS 564 - 157 -
(Al-‘Imālīzīr) 'Ishaq b. 'Abd Bari b. 'Abd al-Rahmān b. Al-Nakha‘ī Al-Misrī Al-Gallāqī
Al-Nakha‘ī, il al-‘Imālīzīr al-Misrī al-‘Allāma

MS 366

nārāf al-casīri
nāf al-jimy

MS 7

Sūbāl ‘Abd B. Al-Wāfī Al-‘A‘mānī
nāf al-gallāqī

MS in 0 ff., 6 3/4 x 4 3/4", 10 lines per page. Water mark with floral design in a circle. Text in poor Nashāfī script with some orthographic signs and no commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 977

Muhammad Helio B. ‘Abd al-Rahmān, Sultan of Sokoto
Nasrāt al-Afghānī al-Misrī al-Liythī ‘Al-Akhrār


MS 49

A.J.

Religious Treatises

MS in 10 ff., 6 3/4 x 3 9/16", 11 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and the letters L & R. Text in Nashāfī script with orthographic signs and many commentaries. Rubricated. Tin y pages are attached by thread to some folios. The first and last parts of the MS are missing.

MS 544 = 164 =

‘Abd al-Rahmān b. Muhammad

Risālāt ‘Abd al-Rahmān

MS in one folio, 6" x 3 9/16". Water mark without signs. Text in Nashāfī script. Unrubricated. The MS is in the handwriting of the author who is apologizing to his teacher.

MS 977

Risālāt ‘Abd Allāh b. Zakzūk al-Masri (Sharī‘a Law)


MS 301

Risālāt ‘Abd Allāh b. Zakzūk al-Masri (Sharī‘a Law)

MS in 203 ff., 9" x 7", 9-11 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and Roman letters. Text in large Nashāfī script with orthographic signs; rubricated.

MS 857

Risālāt

MS 596

- 165 -
MS 617

A.U.

RIDA'AllAH AL-ASPI'R  'Umar walidri allah zahirah ibn al-Rahim. B. ahr.

KUWA' QASIM (b. Muhammed)

MS in 3 ff, 6 1/2 x 9, 15 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and Roman letters. Text in verse, Naskhi script; long final 'ain, with orthographic signs; rubbed in. Dated 375 H, 8th in the year Hama.

MS 267

A.U.

RIDA'ALLAH AL-TAWFID

MS 72

A.U.

RIDA'ALLAH AL-TAWFID

MS in 10 ff, 9 1/2 x 7 1/2, 20-10 lines per page. No water mark. Text in Naskhi script, with many Arabic letters; red rulings.

MS 575

AL-NUHMA'Ali AL-ASPI'R AL-ATIF

RIDA'ALLAH AL-QASBA'AllAH

MS in 116 ff, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2, 7 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and human face. Text in poor Naskhi script with orthographic signs.

MS 760 - 166 -
AL-GASIALAI'I AL-DJAWAD

MS in 611 ff., 6'/2" x 6'/4", 25 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in fine Kashā'i (Arabic) within margins, without orthographic signs and without commentaries. Rubricated. Dated 1101 A.D.

MS 758

MUHAMMAD B. AL-JALI B. BARAKA B. ABDULLAH AL-KASHANI

MS in 3 ff., 6'/2" x 9", 7-16 lines per page. Water mark with WATERLOO & CO., Vereen in fine Kashā'i script with orthographic signs and commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 593

AYD 'AHD ALLAH MUHAMMAD B. 'UQOUF AL-KASHANI AL-KASHANI

MS in 25 ff., 6'/2" x 9", 13-14 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Kashā'i script without orthographic signs; many commentaries; rubricated.

MS 260

A.J.

QANT QABIN AL-BULUL

MS in 2 ff., 6'/4" x 9", 8 lines per page. No water signs. Text in Kashā'i script with orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 951

- 168 -

- 169 -
MS in 16 ff, 6 1/4" x 4 3/4", 20 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Nashī script without orthographic signs. No commentaries. Rubricated. The first and last parts of the MS are missing.

MS 421

AHU 'ABD ALLĀH B. AHU BAKR AL-ĀṢMĀĪ
SAḤĪḤ AL-ĀṢMĀĪ ṢAḤĪḤ AL-ĀṢMĀĪ

MS in 34 ff, 6" x 8", 20 lines per page. Water mark with a figure of a lady standing in an oval. Text in Nashī script without orthographic signs; rubricated. The last part of the MS is missing.

MS 121

AHU 'ABD ALLĀH JABAL AL-DĪN B. AHU ALLĀH B. MĀLIK AL-ṬI'T
AL-SAUTH AL-SHIFA'I
SAḤĪḤ AL-SAUTH AL-ṢAḤĪḤ AL-ṢAḤĪḤ

MS in 26 ff, 6 1/2" x 9", 19 lines per page. Water mark with a shield. Text in Nashī script without orthographic signs with commentaries; rubricated.

MS 367

AHU 'ABD ALLĀH MUḤAMMAD B. MĀLIK AL-ṬI'T
SAḤĪḤ AL-ṢAḤĪḤ

MS in 4 ff, 6" x 9". Water mark with three moons. Text in Nashī script within red rulings with black ink. Each folio contains comments in tiny script. Rubricated.

MS 406

-170 -

MS in 57 ff, 6 3/4" x 4 3/4", water mark with three moons, shields, human faces in ovals. Very many commentaries make it very difficult to read the original texts. The papers are worn out; unrubricated, although red shades could be seen in some folios.

MS 655

AL-SO'TH AL-QURRA B. AHU ALLĀH JABAL AL-DĪN
SAḤĪḤ AL-ṢAḤĪḤ

MS in 14 ff, 6 1/2" x 9"; water mark with three moons, circle with Roman letters and circles with Arabic words. Text in Nashī script; rubricated. Full of commentaries.

MS 585

A.H.
SAḤĪḤ AL-ṢAḤĪḤ


MS 550

A.H.
SAḤĪḤ AL-ṢAḤĪḤ

MS in 153 ff, 6 1/2" x 4 3/4"; water mark with three moons and Roman letters such as 1 and R. Text in poor Nashī script; rubricated.

MS 971

-171 -
A.U.

MS in 24 fr., 8 x 6 1/2". Water mark with a crown in one folio only. The folios are in very bad condition. Text in Naṣīḥī script.

MS 514

(......) B. SUBHĪ AL-ḤADĪṢ

MS in 206 fr., 6 x 8", 35 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in tiny Naṣīḥī script without orthographic signs with commentaries. Folios 66 and 101 are in very bad condition. Rubricated. The author mentioned that he was twenty, an early age, when he was asked to do this work.

MS 346

A.U.

MS INIŅEŅALIŠI AL-ḤADĪṢ

MS in 99 fr., 6 1/2 x 9 3/4", 55-68 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and three human faces. Text in tiny Naṣīḥī without orthographic signs and short commentaries; rubricated. A large part on the right side of the MS is wiped out.

MS 766

MA'LĪD B. ʿIMRĀʾ AL-ḤADĪṢ

AL-ḤALĀBī AL-MUṢĀHĪD BY AL-MUṢĀHĪD ʿIMRĀʾ AL-ḤALĀBī UN MULIK

MS in 262 fr., 6 x 8", 31 lines per page. Water mark with three designs, one big circle attached to 38 three small ones, three moons and three pointed triangles. Text in Naṣīḥī, tiny yet legible, script; rubricated.

MS 672

- 174 -

A.U.

MS in 3 fr., 5 7/8 x 6 1/2", 15 lines per page. Water mark with human faces. Text in Naṣīḥī script with orthographic signs; unrubricated.

MS 918

'ADC AL-'A'RĪṢ AL-MUṢĀHĪD

MS in 9 fr., 5 3/4 x 5 1/4", 9 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in poor Naṣīḥī script without orthographic signs and some commentaries; rubricated.

MS 911

JARĪT AL-DĪN MUḤAMMAD B. ʿIMRĀʾ AL-ḤADDĀT

MS in 89 fr., 6 x 6 1/4; water mark without signs. Text in verse and prose written in Naṣīḥī script; rubricated. The last part of the MS is missing.

MS 600

AUA ʿIMRĀʾ AL-ḤADDĀT B. jars al-muṣāhīd

MS in 6 fr., 5 x 5", 29 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in tiny and neat Naṣīḥī script without orthographic signs and without commentaries; rubricated.

MS 947

- 175 -
A.U.

BAHR AL-DIN STB AL-MUKTAN

MS in 70 ff., 6\(\frac{1}{2}\)/4 x 9\(\frac{3}{4}\), 10-20 lines per page. No water marks. Text in Naskhī script with Rāfi' letters and orthographic signs. No commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 359

A.U.

ULIYU QASIM IBN AL-LUHRA

MS in 18 ff., 6\(\frac{1}{2}\) x 9\(\frac{1}{2}\); the first four are written with a script that differs from the rest. Water mark with three moons. Text in Naskhī script; rubricated.

MS 783

A.H.

AL-MAHMAJ IBN AL-MULUQ

MS in 16 ff., 6\(\frac{1}{2}\) x 9\(\frac{1}{2}\), 27 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in tiny Naskhī script without orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 1052

A.U.

AL-MUKHTAR FF. BABA IBN AL-QALĀ

MS in 8 ff., 6\(\frac{1}{2}\) x 8\(\frac{1}{2}\), 19 lines per page. Water mark with a figure of a lady in an oval and one star. Text in prose written in Naskhī script without orthographic signs; rubricated. The first and the last part of the MS are missing.

MS 810

- 176 -
MUHAMMAD AL-MUTAFAH
SHI'I FL. SHAYKH ANWAR (QADITA)
MS in 2 ff. 6½ x 8½/4, 12 lines per page. No water marks. Varies in Qadita script without orthographic signs. No commentaries. Rubricated.
MS 946

JAM'I AL-DEEN MUHAMMAD B. AL-HAVIGH
SHI'I AL-AHSAN
MS in 132 ff. 6½ x 8½, 25 lines per page. Text in tiny Qadita script without orthographic signs. Rubricated.
MS 700

'UTHMÁN B. MUHAMMAD B. 'UTHMÁN B. RÚDI
SHI'I AL-HALAL. FI AL-ABQARAH MIN KALAM SHAYKH MU'INULHAQ JAMÁIL B. 'UANA
MS 17

'ANTARA B. HUNaida B. MU'ITA
SHI'I 'ANTARA
MS in 16 ff. 7½ x 9½, 9-12 lines per page. No water marks. Text in poor Qadita script with orthographic signs; rubricated.
MS 719

MS 700 AL-AHSAN
SHI'I FL. AL-MADID
MS in 4 ff. 6½ x 8½/2, 10 lines per page. Water marks with three moons. Text in Qadita script with orthographic signs. Rubricated.
MS 457

MS in one folio, 6½ x 8½/4, 13 lines per page. Water mark with a circle, floral motif and the Arabic word MUSÁFAH. Text in Qadita script with orthographic signs. Rubricated.
MS 473

'AND AL-SAMRAK B. DUAKÁ B. ANÁQF
SHI'I IBN IBN
MS in 3 ff. 6½ x 8½/2; water mark with three moons. Text in verses in Qadita script with orthographic signs in blue colour; unrubricated. The MS shows the advantages of literacy.
MS 704

DARÚQ'U AL-ABAEG
SHI'I IBN IBN AL-ABAEG
MS in 35 ff. 7 x 9½, 9 lines per page. No water signs. Text in verses written in poor Qadita script with orthographic signs; rubricated.
MS 692

- 179 -
MS in 6 ff., $\frac{3}{4}'' \times \frac{3}{4}''$, 10 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Nashî script with orthographic signs.
No commentaries.
MS 1100

MS in 7 ff., $\frac{3}{4}'' \times \frac{3}{4}''$, 6 lines per page. Water mark with the words CHOCO STANDARD AGENT. Text in Nashî script, tidy and clear; orthographic signs and rubrications.
MS 259

MS in 6 ff., $\frac{3}{4}'' \times \frac{3}{4}''$, 8 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in poor Nashî script with orthographic signs but no commentaries. Unrubricated.
MS 600

MS in 36 ff., $\frac{3}{4}'' \times \frac{3}{4}''$; water mark with three moons, Roman faces and Roman letters. Verse in Nashî script with orthographic signs and commentaries. Rubricated.
MS 309
'abd allâh b. fûri

MS 102

'abd allâh b. fûri
taqathûh fathû al-dîn

MS 334

'abd allâh b. fûri
taqathûh fathû al-dîn

MS in 4 ff., 6 1/2" x 9 1/2", 14 lines per page. Water mark with three crowns. Text in Nashî script; rubricated.

MS 102

'abd allâh b. fûri
taqathûh fathû al-dîn

MS in 8 ff., 6 1/4" x 9 1/4", 15 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nashî script with orthographic signs but no commentaries; rubricated.

MS 177

'abd allâh b. fûri
taqathûh fathû al-dîn

MS in 7 ff., 6 1/2" x 9", 13-17 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and four letters. Text in Nashî script with orthographic signs but no commentaries; rubricated.

MS 10

--- 190 ---

'abd allâh b. fûri

MS in 4 ff., 11 1/4" x 7 1/4", Water mark with a big oval shape. Text in Nashî script; rubricated.

MS 274

'abd allâh b. fûri
taqathûh fathû al-dîn


MS 403

muâmmad b. assâf (qâdi under 'abd allâh b. thâqîf, aâl of khan 1055-1085)
taqqitûh al-kâsim

MS in 52 ff., 7 x 9, 14 lines per page. Water mark with large heraldic motif within a circle. Text in Nashî script in blue ink.

MS 97

'dâlah al-walî b. 'âimad
taqathûh al-umrûn


MS 678

al-r.
ghi'tûh al-qawwâl al-maqûthûa


MS 756

--- 191 ---
A.H.
AL-WANNAH

MS in 20 ff, 6 3/4 x 4; water mark with the word CHOW and other letters. Text in prose written in poor Hang§î script without orthographic signs; rubricated. Copyist: Muhammad Mansour b. Muhammad 'Abd b. 'Ayyat al-Khâlîl. (Page 920)

A.H.
ZAHRA AL-ABDZI

MS in 4 ff, 9 2/3 x 6 7/8; 15-17 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Hang§î script with orthographic signs but not in the first page and half of the second; rubricated. It deals with the names of the Prophets from Adam and ends by Muhammad. (Page 145)

A.H.
ZAHRA AL-SAIYID

MS in 14 ff, 6 3/8 x 4 9/16; 10 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in very poor Hang§î script with orthographic signs and many commentaries; rubricated. (Page 702)

A.H.
ZAHRA AL-SAIYID

MS in 12 ff, 6 3/4 x 6 7/8; water mark with three moons. Text in Hang§î script with orthographic signs and commentaries; rubricated. Dated 715 AH. Copyist: 'Umar b. al-Qasim 'Umar of Dammah. (Page 970)

A.H.
ZAHRA AL-SAIYID

MS in 47 ff, 6 3/8 x 9 5/8; 14 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Hang§î script in brown ink. Rubricated. (Page 46)

A.H.
'IBN MUHAMMAD b. 'IZZ AD-DIN

MS in 20 ff, 7 7/8 x 9 1/8; 10 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Hang§î script without orthographic signs and commentaries; rubricated. Copyist: Yahya b. 'Ali. (Page 3)

A.H.
ZAHRA AL-RAHIM (ZAHRA AL-KHAZ'ALLAH)

MS in 19 ff, 6 3/4 x 8 7/8; 11 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in verse and prose written in Hang§î script, sometimes neat; rubricated. (Page 516)

MUHAMMAD b. AL-AIMER 'IZZ AD-DIN

MS in 10 ff, 7 7/8 x 9 3/4; 5 lines per page. No water marks. Verses in poor Hang§î script with orthographic signs. Rubricated. Dated 1319 AD. Zahir al-Zahir. (Page 955)

A.H.
ZAHRA AL-RAHIM (ZAHRA AL-KHAZ'ALLAH)

MS in 7 ff, 6 7/8 x 8 7/8; 7 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and the letters S S B. Text in Hang§î script with orthographic signs and commentaries; unrubricated. (Page 547)
MS in 2 ff., 6\(\frac{1}{2}\)/2 in. x 9\(\frac{3}{4}\), 10 lines per page. No water mark. Text in poor Nastaliq script with orthographic signs. No commentaries. Unrubricated.

MS 824

MOHAMMAD AL-‘ARIF

Text in 3 ff., 6\(\frac{1}{4}\)/2 in. x 9\(\frac{3}{4}\), 16 lines per page. Text in Nastaliq script with orthographic signs but no commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 229

A.L.

TAWBA

MS in 26 ff., 7 in. x 9\(\frac{3}{4}\); water mark with Arabic words written in floriated Kufic such as مِسْتَعْلَى وَلَدَ الْإِلَّهِ اوْلَدَنَّهُ, and a shield with a mural. Text in very neat, tidy and well written Nastaliq script; rubricated. It reflects the hope in God’s forgiveness.

MS 875

A.L.

TAWBA (NAFIR)

MS in 3 ff., 5\(\frac{3}{4}\)/2 in. x 9\(\frac{3}{4}\), 14 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nastaliq script with Kufic letters and orthographic signs; rubricated; the first and last pages of the MS are missing.

MS 866

A.L.

TAWBA

MS in 5 ff., 6\(\frac{1}{4}\)/2 in. x 9\(\frac{3}{4}\), 0-23 lines per page. Water mark with Turkish STANDARD. Text in Nastaliq script; rubricated. The MS discusses what the pilgrim ought to do when visiting the holy places.

MS 837
A.J.U.
Tanzil and Dallā'īṬ AL-WIQD


MS 449

A.J.U.
TAQFID

MS in 2 ff, 6'/2" x 9'/4", 20 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nashāṭ script with orthographic signs. No commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 1076

A.J.U.
AL-TAQFID

MS 575

A.J.U.
AL-TAQFID

MS 162

'UQDAD ALLĀH wa AL-RA'ID

TAQFID (BIJMA)

MS in 5 ff, 6'/4" x 9'/2", 10 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Nashāṭ script with orthographic signs and few commentaries; rubricated.

MS 1096

- 196 -

A.J.U.
TAQFID

MS in 4 ff, 6'/2" x 9'/4", water mark without signs. Text in large Nashāṭ script with orthographic signs and năm patterns.

MS 1084

A.J.U.
TAQFID

MS in 3 ff, 6'/2" x 9', 12 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in Nashāṭ script with Kufic letters. Rubricated.

MS 1083

A.J.U.
AL-TAQFID (Verse)

MS in 3 ff, 6'/2" x 9'/4", 12-15 lines per page. Water mark with Kufic letters. Text in Nashāṭ script; rubricated.

MS 664

MUHAMMAD AL-WALI 3. AL-CHATIH SHAYKHUH MUHAMMAD AL-BALWAT AL-LAM'AT
AL-RA'ID (BIJMA)

MS in 20 ff, 6'/2" x 9', 6-9 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in prose written in Nashāṭ script with orthographic signs; rubricated.

MS 761

A.J.U.
AL-TAQFID

MS in 6 ff, 7" x 9'/2". Text in Nashāṭ script with red rulings and black ink. Water mark without signs. The MS includes verses from the Qur'an and commentary. Unrubricated.

MS 162

- 197 -
A.U.

TAQĪD

MS in one folio, 6" x 3 3/4", 16 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in small Naqṣbī script without orthographic signs. No commentaries. Unrubricated.

MS 855

A.U.

TAQĪD

MS in 6 ff, 7 3/4" x 5 3/4", 935 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in large Naqṣbī script with orthographic signs in red.

MS 646

AL-ḤIMMA AL-ṢAWMA’A
AL-ṬAQĪD

MS in 14 ff, 6 1/2" x 9", 17 lines per page. Text in Naqṣbī script without orthographic signs. No commentaries. Rubricated.

MS 927

A.U.

AL-ṬAQĪD

MS in 4 ff, 6 1/2" x 6", 15 lines per page. Water mark with DUM and LONDON. Text in Naqṣbī script with orthographic signs. Dated Friday 1347/1929.

MS 608

AL-WUJūD AL-QAWL AL-NAQĪD


MS 511 - 199 -
MS in 49 ff, 6½ x 8½", 10-12 lines per page. Water mark with three moons, a crown and a medallion. Text in poor Naskh script with orthographic signs; rubbed out. The first and last parts of the MS are missing.

MS 305

And Bahr Muhammad b. Dahiru al-Ansari

MS in 12 ff, 6½ x 8½"; water mark with half a circle in folio 5. Text in verses; rubricated. Very many commentaries.

MS 809

'Urūqī b. Muhammad b. 'Umar b. Fālid

'Tadhkīr al-Badī
de in 6 ff, 6½ x 9½", 16 lines per page. Water mark with three moons. Text in poor Naskh script without orthographic signs; rubricated. The last part of the MS is missing.

MS 479

'Urūqī b. Muhammad b. 'Umar b. Fālid

'Tadhkīr al-Badī
de in 5 ff, 6½ x 8½", 20 lines per page. Water mark with three moons and Roman letters. Text in Naskh script without orthographic signs and commentaries.

MS 89
A.I.

50x AL-FIQH


MS 957

AL-AMRABI

AL-FIQH

MS in 5 ff., 4½ x 6½, 17 lines per page. Water mark with Roman letters. Text in Nashāṭ script with orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 1097

TAJĪ AL-ŞĀFIĪ

7.II.

MS 96

50x AL-AMRABI

50x AL-AMRABI

MS in 5 ff., 4½ x 6½, 17 lines per page. Water mark with Roman letters. Text in Nashāṭ script with orthographic signs. Rubricated.

MS 1099

A.U.

TAJĪ (Verses from the Qurʾān)

MS in 15 ff., 7 x 4½, 11 lines per page. Water mark without signs. Text in Nashāṭ script; large clear letters; rubricated.

MS 266